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			             "Welcoming guests to Killarney for over 35 years, O Donoghue Ring Hotels has a wealth of experience in working with multiple operators and business segments. Our relationship with Angela Shanley Associates is very important to us, the approachability of the Anak & Agnieszka, and their demonstrable knowledge of the tourism business is something that is evident in their offering. A quality team, offering a quality product with a dedication to the guest that is very evident. We look forward to working with Angela Shanley Associates for many years to come."

			             Margaret O Donoghue

			             O Donoghue Ring Hotels

			           

	         			           
			             "Hotel Le Pigonnet – Aix-en-Provence has been fruitfully working with ASA for several years now. Our collaboration runs smoothly and the guest profile is perfectly suited to our property. "

			             Aude Salvy-Cortes

			             Hotel Le Pigonet - Aix-en-Provence, France

			           

	         			           
			             "We have been working with the ASA team for a few years now and we are very impressed and happy with their service. ASA employees are friendly , professional, dedicated, and efficient in their work. Typically, our clients return from their trips thoroughly satisfied, with nothing but words of praise. Thank you for your service and we are looking forward to many years of successful partnership."

			             Nadiya Makarenko

			             Kensington Tours (Canada)

			           

	         			           
			             ""After several years of partnership in different services, we are delighted to be able to work with such an efficient and serious company.  We hope to share many years with this team."


"

			             Greg Bonini

			             Liven Up Sightseeing / Monaco

			           

	         			           
			             "We love working with the team at Angela Shanley Associates.  They are super-efficient and truly lovely to work with.  Their passion for service and taking excellent care of their Clients resonates strongly with our own values.  They are a joy to work with!"

			             Joyce Arbuckle

			             Kingsmills Hotel

			           

	         			           
			             "We enjoy working with ASA and value our long term partnership. The team are professional, efficient and know their job. Their level of service has not changed since the first day, therefore we always know that we can expect good quality service. We’re happy to continue working together with ASA."

			             Linda Dumpe

			             The Lovat, Loch Ness hotel

			           

	         			           
			             "We love working with the ASA team!.  They are really knowledgeable and have a real focus on the details.  They are also very friendly and polite – such a pleasure to deal with."

			             Joyce Arbuckle

			             The Kingsmills Hotel

			           

	         			           
			             "Historic Royal Palaces values its relationships with professional and proactive partners and therefore Angela Shanley Associates is one of our most treasured partners.  The ASA team ensure they understand their customer’s needs and we are proud to work with them to develop a range of products and experiences at the palaces that are second to none and ensure repeat business and sales growth."

			             Ann Wilson

			             Historic Royal Palaces
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                              Explore Manchester and the Lake District with ASA
                              
                                Discover Manchester the “capital of the North”, and The Lake District National...                              
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                          Angela Shanley Associates Ltd

                          Registered in England and Wales (01402588)

                        

                      

                      
                        
                          London office

                          
                            94-102 Euston Street

London

                            NW1 2HA                          
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Edinburgh

                            EH2 2JG                          
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      Tap a number to call us

              
                      
              Switchboard

              +44 (0)20 7387 8812
            

                      
              FIT Direct

              +44 (0)20 3819 0240
            

                      
              Tailormade

              +44 (0)20 3819 0270
            

                      
              Groups

              +44 (0)20 3819 0250
            

                      
              Accounts

              +44 (0)20 3819 0260
            

                      
              HR

              +44 (0)20 3819 0268
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       Complete the form below to get in touch

       
 
   
     
       
          
            
            Your name *
            Please enter your name
          

       

       
          
            
            Your company name *
            Please enter your company name
          

       

       
          
            
            Your email address *
            Please enter a valid email address
          

       

       
         Choose enquiry type... *
FIT Enquiries & Bookings
Tailor-made FIT Bookings
Group Enquiries & Bookings
Cambria @ ASA
TravelTeam @ ASA
TravelAgenda @ ASA 
Finance
HR Enquiries


         Choose enquiry type *
         Please choose your enquiry type
       


       
         
           
           Your message *
           Please tell us how we can help you.
         

       

       
         

                  Submit Enquiry
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